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Preface

This book is intended to provide an introduction to the physics and applications of soft x-
rays and extreme ultraviolet (EUV) radiation. These short wavelengths are located within
the electromagnetic spectrum between the ultraviolet, which we commonly associate with
sunburn, and harder x-rays, which we often associate with medical and dental imaging. The
soft x-ray/EUV region of the spectrum has been slow to develop because of the myriad
atomic resonances and concomitant short absorption lengths in all materials, typically of
order one micrometer or less. This spectral region, however, offers great opportunities for
both science and technology. Here the wavelengths are considerably shorter than visible or
ultraviolet radiation, thus permitting one to see smaller features in microscopy, and to write
finer patterns in lithography. Furthermore, optical techniques such as high spatial resolution
lenses and high reflectivity mirrors have been developed that enable these applications to
a degree not possible at still shorter wavelengths. Photon energies in the soft x-ray/EUV
spectral region are well matched to primary resonances of essentially all elements. While this
leads to very short absorption lengths, typically one micrometer or less, it provides a very
accurate means for elemental and chemical speciation, which is essential, for instance, in
the surface and environmental sciences. Interestingly, water is relatively transparent in the
spectral region below the oxygen absorption edge, providing a natural contrast mechanism
for imaging carbon-containing material in the spectral window extending from 284 to 543 eV.
This provides interesting new opportunities for both the life and the environmental sciences.

Exploitation of this region of the spectrum is relatively recent. Indeed the names and
spectral limits of soft x-rays and extreme ultraviolet radiation are not yet uniformly accepted.
We have chosen here to follow the lead of astronomers, the lithography community, and much
of the synchrotron and plasma physics communities in taking extreme ultraviolet as extending
from photon energies of about 30 eV to 250 eV (wavelengths from about 40 nm to 5 nm) and
soft x-rays as extending from about 250 eV (just below the carbon K edge) to several thousand
eV (wavelengths from 5 nm to about 0.3 nm). The overlaps with ultraviolet radiation on the
low photon energy side and with x-rays on the high photon energy side of the spectrum are not
well defined. For comparison, green light has a photon energy in the vicinity of 2.3 eV and a
wavelength of 530 nm. Recent developments involve advances in both science and technology,
moving forward in a symbiotic relationship. Of particular importance is the development of
nanofabrication techniques by the electronics industry. These provide well-defined structures
with feature sizes similar to the wavelengths of interest here. The development of thin film
multilayer coating capabilities by the materials science community has also been of great
importance.

xiii



xiv P R E F A C E

This book is intended for use by graduate students and researchers from physics, chem-
istry, engineering, and the life sciences. It is an outgrowth of classes I have taught during the
past 14 years at the University of California at Berkeley. Typically the students in these classes
were from the Ph.D. programs in Applied Science and Technology, Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science, Physics, Chemistry, Materials Science, Nuclear Engineering, and
Bioengineering. In some cases there were undergraduate students. This diversity of academic
backgrounds has led to a text well suited for interdisciplinary pursuits. The text is intended to
be comprehensive, covering basic knowledge of electromagnetic theory, sources, optics, and
applications. It is designed to bring readers from these backgrounds to a common understand-
ing with reviews of relevant atomic physics and electromagnetic theory in the first chapters.
The remaining chapters develop understanding of multilayer coated optics with applications to
materials science and EUV astronomy; synchrotron and undulator radiation; laser-produced
plasmas; EUV and soft-x-ray lasers; coherence at short wavelengths; zone plate lenses and
other diffractive structures with applications to biomicroscopy, materials microscopy and in-
spection of nanostructure patterns; and, finally, a chapter on the application of EUV and soft
x-ray lithography to future high-volume production of sub-100 nm feature size electronic
devices.

While the book is comprehensive in nature, it is meant to be accessible to the widest
possible audience. Each chapter begins with a short summary of the important points in the
material, illustrations that capture the main subject matter, and a few selected equations to
whet the academic appetite. Most chapters have introductory sections designed for readers new
to the field that include heuristic arguments and illustrations meant to clarify basic concepts.
Each chapter also contains a mathematical development of equations for graduate students and
specialists with particular interest in the chapter subject matter. To follow these mathematical
developments, an undergraduate training in vector calculus and Fourier transforms is required.
Descriptions of current applications in the physical and life sciences are incorporated. While
there is a rigorous mathematical development, it is possible to absorb important concepts
in the introductory material and then skip directly to the applications. Homework problems,
which may be found at the website http://www.coe.berkeley.edu/AST/sxreuv, are designed to
strengthen understanding of the material, to familiarize the reader with units and magnitudes,
and to illustrate application of various formulas to current applications.

Over 600 references are provided to serve as an entry point to current research and ap-
plications. To facilitate use as a reference work many of the more important equations are
boxed. In some cases the equations are repeated in numerical form, with common units, for
more convenient use in a handbook fashion. Reference appendicies include tables of elec-
tron binding energies, characteristic emission lines, tables and graphs of real and imaginary
scattering factors for many elements, graphs of calculated photo-absorption cross-sections,
updated physical constants, and a convenient list of vector and mathematical relations. The
International System of Units (SI) is also summarized, with lists of derived units and conver-
sion factors commonly used in this field.

Berkeley, California
June 1999
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE SOFT X-RAY AND EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET REGIONS
OF THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

One of the last regions of the electromagnetic spectrum to be developed is that between ul-
traviolet and x-ray radiation, generally shown as a dark region in charts of the spectrum. It
is a region where there are a large number of atomic resonances, leading to absorption of
radiation in very short distances, typically measured in nanometers (nm) or micrometers (mi-
crons, µm), in all materials. This has historically inhibited the pursuit and exploration of the
region. On the other hand, these same resonances provide mechanisms for both elemental (C,
N, O, etc.) and chemical (Si, SiO2, TiSi2) identification, creating opportunities for advances
in both science and technology. Furthermore, because the wavelengths are relatively short,
it becomes possible both to see smaller structures as in microscopy, and to write smaller
patterns as in lithography. To exploit these opportunities requires advances in relevant tech-
nologies, for instance in materials science and nanofabrication. These in turn lead to new
scientific understandings, perhaps through surface science, chemistry, and physics, providing
feedback to the enabling technologies. Development of the extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray
spectral regions is presently in a period of rapid growth and interchange among science and
technology.

Figure 1.1 shows that portion of the electromagnetic spectrum extending from the in-
frared to the x-ray region, with wavelengths across the top and photon energies along the
bottom. Major spectral regions shown are the infrared (IR), which we associate with molec-
ular resonances and heat; the visible region from red to violet, which we associate with color
and vision; the ultraviolet (UV), which we associate with sunburn and ionizing radiation; the
regions of extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and soft x-rays (SXR), which are the subject of this
book; and finally hard x-rays, which we associate with medical and dental x-rays and with the
scientific analysis of crystals, materials, and biological samples through the use of diffractive
and other techniques.

The extreme ultraviolet is taken here as extending from photon energies of about 30 eV
to about 250 eV, with corresponding wavelengths in vacuum extending from about 5 nm to
40 nm.∗ The soft x-ray region is taken as extending from about 250 eV ( just below the carbon

∗It is common to express photon energies in this spectral region in electron volts (eV) or thousands of
electron volts (keV), where the photon energy is h̄ω, h̄ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π , andω = 2π f

1



2 S O F T X-R A Y S A N D E X T R E M E U L T R A V I O L E T R A D I A T I O N

F IGURE 1.1 (see Colorplate I). The electromagnetic spectrum as it extends from the infrared (IR) to the
x-ray regions. Visible light is shown with red (650 nm), green (530 nm), and blue (470 nm)
wavelengths. At shorter wavelengths are ultraviolet (UV) radiation, extreme ultraviolet radiation
(EUV), soft x-rays (SXR), and hard x-rays. Shown for reference are the silicon L-absorption edge at
99.2 eV (12.5 nm wavelength), the carbon K-absorption edge at 284 eV (4.37 nm), the oxygen
K-absorption edge at 543 eV (2.28 nm), the silicon K-absorption edge at 1.84 keV (0.674 nm), the
copper K-absorption edge at 8.98 keV (0.138 nm), the copper Kα-emission line at 0.154 nm or 1.54 Å
(8.05 keV), and twice the Bohr radius at 2a0 = 1.06 Å, the diameter of the n = 1 orbit in Bohr’s model
of the hydrogen atom, but more generally a dimension within which resides most of the charge for all
atoms. Vertical dashed lines correspond to the transmission limits of common window materials used
to isolate vacuum. Shown are approximate transmission limits for common thicknesses of fused silica
(pure SiO2) at 200 nm, a thin film of silicon nitride (∼100 nm thick Si3N4) at 15 nm, and an 8 µm
thick beryllium foil at a wavelength of about 1 nm.

K-edge) to several keV, as shown in Figure 1.1. These spectral regions are characterized by the
presence of the primary atomic resonances and absorption edges of most low and intermediate
Z elements, where Z is the atomic number (the number of protons in the nucleus). The primary
atomic absorption edges† for selected elements are given in Table 1.1, along with 1/e absorption
lengths at photon energies of 100 eV and 1 keV. The K- and L-absorption edges, associated
with the removal of a core electron by photoabsorption from the most tightly bound atomic
states (orbitals of principal quantum numbers n = 1 and n = 2, respectively), are described
later in this chapter. The K-absorption edges of carbon (CK), oxygen, silicon, and copper are
shown in Figure 1.1, as is the L-absorption edge of silicon (SiL), just below 100 eV.

We see in Table 1.1 that many of these absorption edges lie in the combined soft-x-ray
and extreme ultraviolet spectral region. What differentiates these regions from neighboring
spectral regions is the high degree of absorption in all materials. At lower photon energies,
in the visible and ultraviolet, and at higher photon energies, in the hard x-ray region, many
materials become transparent and it is not necessary to utilize vacuum isolation techniques
in general. For example, Figure 1.1 shows dashed vertical lines at the locations of common
window materials that can hold vacuum over square centimeter areas while still transmitting
radiation in the indicated regions. In the UV, fused silica, a form of pure SiO2, is transmissive to
wavelengths as short as 200 nm, in millimeter thickness. For shorter wavelengths one quickly
enters the vacuum ultraviolet (VUV), where air and all materials are absorbing. Shown just

is the radian frequency. Wavelengths (λ) are commonly expressed in nanometers (1 nm = 10−9 m)
and angstroms (1 Å = 10−10 m). See Appendix A for the values of physical constants and conversion
factors.
†Standard reference data for this spectral region are given in Refs. 1–4.
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TABLE 1.1. K- and L3-absorption edges for selected elements. Also given are 1/e
absorption depths at photon energies of 100 eV and 1 keV. Energies are given to the
nearest electron volt. They are measured from the vacuum level for gases (N2, O2),
relative to the Fermi level for metals, and relative to the top of the valence band for
semiconductors. Wavelengths are given to three significant figures. These K- and
L-edge values can vary somewhat with the chemical environment of the atom. Values
here are taken from Williams.1 Absorption lengths are obtained from Henke,
Gullikson, and Davis.3

labs

Kabs-edge Labs-edge λK−abs λL−abs 100 eV 1 keV
Element Z (eV) (eV) (nm) (nm) (nm) (µm)

Be 4 112 — 11.1 — 730 9.0
C 6 284 — 4.36 — 190 2.1
N 7 410 — 3.02 — — —
O 8 543 — 2.28 — — —

H2O 160 2.3
Al 13 1,560 73 0.795 17.1 34 3.1
Si 14 1,839 99 0.674 12.5 63 2.7
S 16 2,472 163 0.502 7.63 330 1.9

Ca 20 4,039 346 0.307 3.58 290 1.3
Ti 22 4,966 454 0.250 2.73 65 0.38
V 23 5,465 512 0.227 2.42 46 0.26
Cr 24 5,989 574 0.207 2.16 31 0.19
Fe 26 7,112 707 0.174 1.75 22 0.14
Ni 28 8,333 853 0.149 1.45 16 0.11
Cu 29 8,979 933 0.138 1.33 18 0.10
Se 34 12,658 1,434 0.0979 0.865 63 0.96
Mo 42 20,000 2,520 0.0620 0.492 200 0.19
Sn 50 29,200 3,929 0.0425 0.316 17 0.17
Xe 54 34,561 4,782 0.0359 0.259 — —
W 74 69,525 10,207 0.0178 0.121 28 0.13
Au 79 80,725 11,919 0.0154 0.104 28 0.10

below 1 nm wavelength is the transmission limit of a thin ('8µm)beryllium foil that transmits
photons of energy greater than about 1.5 keV. For many years these two materials defined
the limits of available window materials. More recently thin films (∼100 nm) such as silicon
nitride (stoichiometrically Si3N4) have extended transmissive windows to photon energies just
under 100 eV, as shown in Figure 1.1.

While this plenitude of atomic resonances and efficient photoabsorption has made the
EUV and soft x-ray regions more difficult to access, it also provides a very sensitive tool for
elemental and chemical identification, thus creating many scientific and technological oppor-
tunities. These opportunities are enhanced in this spectral region in that the wavelengths are
short, but not so short as to preclude the development of high resolution optical techniques,
thus permitting direct image formation and spatially resolved spectroscopies, to spatial res-
olutions measured in tens of nanometers. The relative transparency of water and its natural
contrast with other elements further add to these opportunities, for instance for spectroscopy
in the life and environmental sciences.

In the paragraphs that follow we will briefly review the basic processes of absorption,
scattering, and photoemission; atomic energy levels and allowed transitions; and associated
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absorption edges and characteristic emission lines. We note two interesting features asso-
ciated with wavelengths in the EUV/soft-x-ray spectral region. In general the wavelengths
are large compared to the Bohr radius, λ À a0, where a0 is the radius of the first (n = 1)
stationary electron orbit in the Bohr model of hydrogen.‡ More significantly here, the di-
ameter 2a0 = 1.06 Å typically encompasses most of the electronic charge in multi-electron
atoms,¶ so that to a large degree the treatment of scattering simplifies as the various electrons
experience a rather uniform phase variation, an assumption that would not hold at shorter
x-ray wavelengths. Furthermore, because the wavelengths are long on the atomic scale, much
greater than the Compton wavelength4, 5 (λÀ λC = h/mc= 0.0243 Å), momentum transfer
from the photon can be ignored during scattering, i.e., the photon momentum h̄k ¿ h̄kC ,
where k = 2π/λ is the wavenumber, again simplifying the analysis of scattering in this
spectral region.

Finally, we close this section with some numerical relationships7 in units8 convenient
for work in this spectral region. Based on the dispersion relation in vacuum, f λ = c
or ω = kc, where c is the velocity of light§ in vacuum and ω = 2π f , the product of
photon energy h̄ω and wavelength λ is given by (see Appendix A for values of physical
constants)

h̄ω · λ = hc = 1239.842 eV nm (1.1)

The number of photons required for one joule of energy, with wavelength given in nanometers
(nm), is

1 joule⇒ 5.034× 1015λ[nm] photons (1.2a)

or in terms of power

1 watt⇒ 5.034× 1015λ[nm]
photons

s
(1.2b)

where 1 nm = 10 Å. Thus for a wavelength λ = 1 nm, a power of one watt corresponds to a
photon flux of 5.034× 1015 photons/s, each photon having an energy E ' 1240 eV.

‡Numerically a0 = 4πε0h̄2/me2 = 0.529 Å, where m is the electron rest mass, e the electron charge,
ε0 the permittivity of free space, and h̄ Planck’s constant divided by 2π . See Eisberg and Resnick, Ref.
5, for a discussion of Bohr’s model of the hydrogen atom (Chapter 4) through a discussion of wave
mechanics for the multi-electron atom (Chapter 10). Also see Tipler, Ref. 6, for a somewhat more
introductory presentation.
¶In multi-electron atoms the inner shells typically have very small radii, of order a0/Z , as they experience

nearly the full Coulomb attraction of the higher-Z nucleus, with little shielding by the outer electrons.
A few outer electrons typically orbit with a radius na0. See Eisberg and Resnick, Ref. 5.
§The phase velocity of EUV and soft x-ray radiation is derived from Maxwell’s equations in Chapters
2 and 3, for propagation in vacuum and materials.
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F IGURE 1.2. (a) An incident primary electron of sufficiently high energy E p is scattered by an atom as
it knocks free a core electron from the K-shell. The primary electron now travels in a new direction,
with a reduced energy E ′p . The lost energy is used to overcome the binding energy of the previously
bound electron, and to impart kinetic energy to what is now referred to as a secondary electron. The
core vacancy (K-shell in this case) can then be filled by a higher-lying L- or M-shell electron. (b) An
incident photon of sufficient energy h̄ω is absorbed by the atom with the emission of a photoelectron of
kinetic energy equal to the photon energy minus the binding energy. Again a vacancy is created,
eventually to be filled by an outer electron. (c) An atom with a core vacancy readjusts as a higher-lying
electron makes a transition to the vacancy, with the emission of a photon of characteristic energy
(fluorescent radiation). (d) The atom adjusts to the core vacancy through the non-radiative Auger
process in which one electron makes a transition to the core vacancy, while a second electron of
characteristic energy is emitted. The second electron is not necessarily emitted from the same shell.

1.2 BASIC ABSORPTION AND EMISSION PROCESSES

In this section we briefly review the basic processes through which radiation interacts with
matter. In Figure 1.2 we show simplified models of the atom, with point electrons in orbit
around a nucleus of positive charge +Ze. In x-ray notation the electron orbits are labeled
K, L, and M, corresponding to principal quantum numbers n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively. A
more accurate model of the atom is discussed in the next section, but that shown in Figure 1.2
suffices for these introductory comments.

Shown in Figure 1.2(a) is a primary electron incident on a multi-electron atom, with
sufficient energy to remove a core electron in a close encounter. Common nomenclature refers
to the incident electron as a primary electron, shown as scattered (redirected) off at some new
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F IGURE 1.3. Fluorescence and Auger yields for the
K-shell and the L3-subshell as a function of atomic
number Z . The Auger yields include all
non-radiative contributions. (Following M.
Krause,9 Oak Ridge National Laboratory.)

angle, and in this case with reduced energy (E ′p), where the lost energy is used to overcome the
binding energy needed to remove the core electron, now free and referred to as a secondary
electron, and to supply kinetic energy to the electron (Es). The core vacancy can then be
filled by an electron from a higher-lying orbit, pulled by the strong nuclear potential, with the
emission of a photon of characteristic energy equal to the difference between the two shells.
In Figure 1.2(b), a related process, photoionization, is shown in which a photon of sufficient
energy is absorbed by the atom, transferring the energy to an emitted photoelectron with a
kinetic energy equal to that of the incident photon, minus the binding energy of an electron in
the particular shell. As an L-shell electron is bound to the atom with less energy than a K-shell
electron, it will emerge with greater kinetic energy. Electron binding energies for hydrogen
through uranium are given in Appendix B, Table B.1.

In both of these ionization processes [(a) and (b)] the atom is left with a core vacancy. The
atom can rearrange itself for minimal total energy by the transition of a higher-lying electron,
pulled by the strong nuclear potential, to the vacancy by one of two competing processes.

In (c) the atom is shown rearranging in a process of fluorescence, in which the electron
transition is accompanied by the emission of a photon of characteristic energy equal to the
difference between that of the initial and final atomic states. Characteristic emission energies
are given in Appendix B, Table B.2. In a competing effect (d) the atom rearranges through the
emission of a second Auger (pronounced ō−′zhā), electron, again of characteristic energy.
The emitted Auger electron is labeled with three capital letters, the first representing the
shell of the original vacancy, the second representing the shell from which the vacancy is
filled, and the third representing the shell from which the Auger electron is ejected. In the
competition between fluorescent emission and the Auger process, the probability tends to
favor fluorescence for high Z atoms, as shown in Figure 1.3, and the Auger process for low
Z atoms.9 Auger electron energies10 for lithium through uranium are given in Appendix B,
Table B.3. As the Auger electrons have a fixed characteristic energy, they are used extensively
for elemental characterization in surface and interface analysis.

The study of atoms, molecules, and surfaces by the measurement of photoelectron kinetic
energies, as a function of incident photon energy, is known as photoemission spectroscopy.
This process is widely used for the elemental identification and analysis of chemical bonding
for atoms at or near surfaces. As generally employed, photons of fixed energy illuminate a
surface or thin film, providing the necessary energy to lift bound electrons into the continuum,
as shown in Figure 1.4. With well-known electron binding energies (Appendix B, Table B.1)
the observed kinetic energies can be used to identify the elements present. As the binding
energies of core electrons are affected by the orbital parameters of the outer electrons (chemical
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F IGURE 1.4. The process of photoemission in which
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resulting in a transition to a free electron state in
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F IGURE 1.5. Electron mean free path, as a function of electron energy, for (a) aluminum, (b) gold, and
(c) a combination of many materials. The data in (a) and (b) is from Penn,18 while that in (c) is from
Seah and Dench.19 The various curves reflect efforts to develop a universal model that describes
inelastic scattering of electrons in a solid.

bonding in molecules, valence and conduction bonds in solids), photoemission also provides
a powerful tool for the study of chemical states.11−17 As L-shell energies are more sensitive
to the bonding of outer electrons than are the energies of the more tightly bound and shielded
K-shell electrons, the L-shell electrons are more commonly used in photoemission studies.

If the emitted photoelectron travels any distance in a material, it is likely to lose energy
quickly through interactions with other electrons (individual collisions or collective motion).
Figure 1.5 shows typical electron range data, as a function of electron energy, in aluminum
and gold,18 as well as a universal curve for many materials.19, 20 With incident photon energies
characteristic of the EUV/soft-x-ray spectral region, it is clear that photoelectron ranges will be
extremely short, of order 1 nm, so that these techniques are clearly limited to surface science.

When observing the emission spectrum from a solid material bombarded by electrons it
is typical to observe both characteristic line emission and continuum emission. This latter
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F IGURE 1.7. Continuum radiation and narrow line emission from a solid target with incident electrons,
as might be observed from the anode of an electrical discharge tube.

process is called bremsstrahlung, from the German word for “braking radiation.” Figure 1.6
shows a simple diagram of the process, in which electrons of a given velocity v, or energy
E , approach an electron or nucleus at various distances of closest approach, b (the impact
parameter), experiencing a wide range of accelerations (depending on the closeness of the
interaction) and thus emitting photons across a wide range of energies. With a large number
of incident electrons and a wide variety of impact parameters, a rather broad continuum of
radiation is produced. Where photoemission occurs due to direct impact with bound electrons,
as described earlier in Figure 1.2(a), characteristic line emission is also observed. Both
phenomena are illustrated, as they might typically be observed,21 in Figure 1.7. The nature
and nomenclature of the characteristic line emissions are discussed in the following section.

Historically, the process of photoabsorption [Figure 1.2(b)] has been observed macro-
scopically by passing radiation through thin foils and observing the resultant decrease in
intensity as a function of thickness.22 As shown in Figure 1.8, one observes that with incre-
mental increases in thickness,1x , there is an an incremental decrease in transmitted intensity
I , relative to the incident intensity I0, such that

1I

I0
= −ρµ1x

where ρ is the mass density andµ is an energy- and material-dependent absorption coefficient.
Writing this in the differential limit (1x → dx, 1I → d I ), the equation integrates to a
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F IGURE 1.8. (a) Photoabsorption as observed with thin foils of increasing thickness x at fixed photon
energy, with (b) an example of the (mass) absorption coefficient µ for copper (from Henke, Gullikson,
and Davis3). The same process is described on an atomic level in (c), with the photoabsorption
cross-section (photoionization) for a copper atom in (d) (from Yeh and Lindau4). Exponential
attenuation of the radiation is shown in (e). Differences observed in comparing (b) and (d) are due to
solid state effects in metallic copper foils, most noticably for copper in the absence of the atomic 3d
edge just above 10 eV photon energy.

logarithmic dependence ln(I/I0) = −ρµx , or in exponential form

I

I0
= e−ρµx (1.3a)

where µ = µ(E, Z ), E = h̄ω is the photon energy, Z represents the elemental dependence,
and µ has the somewhat unfortunate, but historical, name mass absorption coefficient. Stan-
dard values of µ are given in Appendix C for representative materials. This same expression
can be written in terms of an atomic density na and a cross-section for photoabsorption, σabs, as

I

I0
= e−naσabsx (1.3b)

where σabs depends on both element (Z ) and photon energy. Curves of σabs, also referred
to as the photoionization cross-section, are given in Appendix C for representative elements,
and more completely in Ref. 4. The development of Eqs. (1.3a) and (1.3b), which repre-
sent macroscopic and microscopic descriptions of the same process, is given in Chapter 3,
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Section 3.2, where it is shown that µ = σabs/Amu , where A is the number of atomic mass
units and mu is an atomic mass unit (approximately the mass of a proton or neutron), as given
in Appendix A. There are some differences in the two sets of data, as the thin foil absorption
coefficients µ are experimentally derived and thus involve atoms in a particular solid material
or molecular form. The cross-sections σabs are calculated for single isolated atoms. The latter
have the benefit that they include separately identifiable contributions of the various atomic
subshells,4 as seen here in Figure 1.8(d).

While Figure 1.8(b) and (d) are macroscopic and microscopic manifestations of the same
physical processes, some differences are notable. At low photon energies solid state effects
in the metallic copper foil [Figure 1.8(b)] are important, and as a result the sharp 3d edge
of the isolated copper atom [Figure 1.8(d)] just above 10 eV is not observed. Such data
are of great interest to atomic and solid state researchers. Examples of the measured and
calculated curves are given in Appendix C. A variety of techniques are employed to study
atomic positions within solids and on surfaces, based on details of the absorption and emission
processes in the presence of near-neighbor atoms. Examples of the literature are given in
Refs. 11–17.

1.3 ATOMIC ENERGY LEVELS AND ALLOWED TRANSITIONS

The modern understanding of atomic energy levels, and allowed transitions between these
levels, began with the Bohr–Rutherford model of the atom5, 6 consisting of a small positive
nucleus of charge+Ze, surrounded by electrons of charge−e orbiting at relatively large radii,
of order 1 Å. Based on Rutherford’s experiments (1911) with the scattering of α-particles,‖

which demonstrated the existence of a very small nucleus of positive charge, Planck’s concept
(1900) of radiation from quantized oscillators, and extensive spectroscopic data showing that
atoms emit characteristic narrow lines with frequencies (or wavelengths) in specific numerical
sequences, Bohr (1913) proposed the first partially successful quantum model of the atom.
By equating the Coulomb force due to the positive nucleus, Ze2/4πε0r2, to the centripetal
force mv2/r for quantized circular orbits of angular momentum mvr = nh̄ (n = 1, 2, 3, . . .),
Bohr found stationary electron orbits, for the single electron atom, of energy En and radius
rn , where

En = − m Z2e4

32π2ε2
0 h̄2

1

n2
(1.4)

and

rn = 4πε0 h̄2

m Ze2
· n2 (1.5)

where e and m are the electron charge and mass, respectively, Ze is the nuclear charge, ε0 is
the permittivity of free space, and h̄ is Planck’s constant divided by 2π .

‖Theα-particle derives its name from early studies of the radioactive decay of heavy elements. It consists
of two protons and two neutrons, but no electrons, and thus is essentially a bare helium nucleus, 4He.
As a radioactive decay product it is typically emitted with an energy of 5–9 MeV (Ref. 4). The other
particles observed through trajectory variations in a magnetic field were β-particles (electrons, opposite
curvature of trajectory to α-particles) and γ -rays (photons, no deflection).
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The Bohr model, despite continuous acceleration of the electron, permits radiation only
when the electron makes a transition from one stationary state (ni ) to another (n f ), with
characteristic energies

h̄ω = Ei − E f = m Z2e4

32π2ε2
0 h̄2

(
1

n2
f

− 1

n2
i

)
(1.6)

– characteristic in that there is a Z2 dependence specific to the particular element radiating,
and because of the numerical sequence involving the possible combinations of ni and n f . The
constant me4/32π2ε2

0 h̄2 = hcR∞ = 13.606 eV, known historically as the Rydberg constant
from earlier studies of hydrogen spectra, gives the ionization potential∗∗ of the ground state
(ni = 1, n f = ∞) of the hydrogen atom (Z = 1). The value of the first Bohr radius of the
hydrogen atom, r1 ≡ a0, is a common scale of atomic radii; from Eq. (1.5)

a0 = 4πε0 h̄2

me2
= 0.529 Å (1.7)

In terms of the Rydberg constant and first Bohr radius, the characteristic emission lines of a
single electron atom of nuclear charge Z are

h̄ω = (13.606 eV)Z2

(
1

n2
f

− 1

n2
i

)
(1.8)

and the radii are

rn = a0n2

Z
(1.9)

A great success of the Bohr model was its ability to accurately match the well-known
optical spectra of hydrogen, known as the Balmer series (1885), corresponding to n f = 2
and ni = 3, 4, 5, . . . , and also to give an accurate theoretical value for the experimentally
known (1890) Rydberg constant. This was soon extended to the then unknown Lyman series,
largely in the ultraviolet, with n f = 1, ni = 2, 3, 4, . . . ; the Paschen series with n f = 3,
ni = 4, 5, 6, . . . ; the Brackett and Pfund series with n f = 4 and n = 5, respectively, both in the
infrared. Sommerfeld (1916) extended the success of the Bohr atom by introducing elliptical
orbits and a second, azimuthal quantum number characterizing the ellipticity of the orbits.
Additionally, taking account of the relativistic nature of the electron motion (v/c ∼ 10−2 in
the hydrogen atom), Sommerfeld showed that quantized elliptical orbits introduce energetic
fine structure in the spectra, as was observed experimentally.

∗∗The energy required to remove an electron from an atom.
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These successes, however, raised questions about the model and the very nature of the
physics. Among the specifics, not all predicted emission lines were observed, suggesting
that among the possible quantum states, only some transitions were permitted. Indeed, the
model said nothing regarding transition rates or line intensities. More generally, the model
was perplexing in that it was based on continuous electron acceleration within the permitted
orbits, but without radiation and thus loss of energy – clearly in conflict with classical radia-
tion physics. Collectively, elements contributing to the above model are now known as “the
old quantum theory.” Following a decade of intense creativity,†† in the period from 1925 to
1930, Schrödinger, Heisenberg, Dirac and others developed a new quantum theory based on
wave mechanics, in which the particles are described in terms of a probabilistic wave function
9(r, t). In combination with the introduction of electron spin, the new quantum mechan-
ics provides a procedure for accurately predicting and matching experimental observations
regarding properties of the atoms.

The quantum mechanical description5, 6, 23−26 of a particle’s motion is in terms of a wave
function 9(r, t), which obeys Schrödinger’s wave equation

− h̄2

2m
∇29(r, t)+ V (r, t)9(r, t) = ih̄

∂9(r, t)

∂t
(1.10)

where m is the particle mass, V (r) is the potential energy, and∇ is the vector gradient. Particle
energy and momentum are associated with the operators

E → ih̄
∂

∂t
(1.11)

and

p→−ih̄∇ (1.12)

respectively. In wave mechanics, the probability of finding a particle within coordinates dr is

P(r, t)dr = 9∗(r, t)9(r, t) dr (1.13)

where 9∗ is the complex conjugate of 9, and dr is shorthand notation for the scalar volume
around the position r, for instance dr = dx dy dz in rectangular coordinates. The function
9(r, t) is normalized to unity, so that∫∫∫

all
space

|9(r, t)|2 dr = 1 (1.14)

Furthermore, expectation values for quantities such as the position vector, energy, and momen-
tum are given by integrals of the following form: For the expectation value of vector position,

r̄ =
∫∫∫

rP(r, t) dr =
∫∫∫

9∗(r, t)r9(r, t) dr (1.15)

which is a probabilistic average position where the particle can be expected to be found at a

††For a review see the texts by Tipler (Ref. 6) and by Eisberg and Resnick (Ref. 5), for example.
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time t . For the expectation value of energy,

Ē =
∫∫∫

9∗(r, t) E9(r, t) dr = ih̄
∫∫∫

9∗(r, t)
∂9(r, t)

∂t
dr (1.16)

and for the expectation value of momentum,

p̄ =
∫∫∫

9∗(r, t) p(r, t)9(r, t) dr = −ih̄
∫∫∫

9∗(r, t)∇9(r, t) dr (1.17)

where Eqs. (1.11) and (1.12) have been used.
Solution of Schrödinger’s equation for the one-electron atom assumes a time dependence

9(r, t) = 9(r)e−i Et/h̄ (1.18)

in a Coulomb potential

V (r) = −Ze2

4πε0r
(1.19)

with separable functions in spherical coordinates

9(r) = 9(r, θ, φ) = R(r )2(θ )8(φ) (1.20)

where θ is measured from the z-axis. Requiring that these functions be finite, continuous,
singlevalued and normalizable introduces three quantum numbers, n, l, and ml , one for each
coordinate. For negative energy these correspond to bound electrons in orbits of discrete,
quantized energy. For positive energy the states are continuous and the electron is free. Here
n is the principal quantum number, associated with the radial coordinate, and having allowed
integer values n = 1, 2, 3, . . . The orbital quantum number l associated with the θ -coordinate
is related to the angular momentum by L = √l(l + 1) h̄, and is constrained to the integer
values l = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n − 1. The magnetic quantum number ml , associated with continuity
of the wave function in the angle φ, is related to the z-component of angular momentum by
Lz = mlh̄, and is constrained to the integer values ml = −l, −l + 1, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , l.

The quantum mechanical description is completed with the introduction of a fourth quan-
tum number, ms , associated with the intrinsic electron angular momentum or spin, s. With s
having a value of 1

2 , the quantum number ms can have values of ± 1
2 . This admits the Pauli

exclusion principle, that no two electrons can have an identical set of quantum numbers. Elec-
tron spin additionally allows a spin–orbit coupling that energetically matches the fine structure
observed in emission lines.

The enumerated constraints on allowable quantum numbers n, l, ml , and ms , along with
the exclusion principle, dictate limits on the number of electrons in each shell. For instance,
the first shell, with n = 1, can hold only two electrons, with quantum numbers l = 0, ml =
0, ms = ± 1

2 . The second shell, with n = 2, can hold eight electrons, two in the l = 0 subshell,
and six in the l = 1 subshell, with ml = 0, ±1 and ms = ± 1

2 . The third shell, with n = 3, can
hold 18, with quantum number combinations l = 0, ml = 0, ms = ± 1

2 ; l = 1, ml = 0, ±1,
and ms = ± 1

2 ; and l = 2, ml = 0, ±1, ±2, and ms = ± 1
2 ; etc. In spectroscopic notation

the electron configuration according to n and l, for an atom such as argon (Z = 18), would
be written as 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6, where s refers to an l = 0 subshell and p refers to l = 1 (d
refers to l = 2, f refers to l = 3, etc.), and where the historical use of s predates the later use
of s for spin.

With the constraints on the quantum numbers n, l, ml , the Schrödinger equation provides
a set of wavefunctions, 9n,l,ml , with which to describe the atom. For instance, the probability
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F IGURE 1.9. (a) Radiative decay from an upper state 9i to a lower state 9 f involves a mixed atomic
state in which the atom oscillates between the two at a frequency ωi f = (Ei − E f )/h̄, (b) with the
probability of finding the atom in the upper state slowly decaying to zero in a transition lifetime equal
to many millions of cycles. (Following Liboff31.)

of finding an electron within coordinates dr at a vector position r, in a state described by
9n,l,ml , is given by Eq. (1.13) to be |9n,l,ml |2 dr. The expectation value of vector coordinates
for this particular state (“orbit”) of the atom is given by Eq. (1.15) to be

r̄n,l,ml =
∫∫∫

9∗n,l,ml
r9n,l,ml dr

That is, the coordinates are only known probabilistically, in contrast with the Bohr model,
where there were well-defined orbital coordinates. Interestingly, for the hydrogen atom, the
expectation values of energy are equal to those of the Bohr atom [Eq. (1.4)], with a correc-
tion due to spin–orbit coupling. The explicit coordinate dependence of the hydrogen atom
wavefunctions, and their energies including spin–orbit fine structure, are described in the
literature.5, 27, 28

The probability of a transition between two stationary states of the atom, which we
abbreviate here as 9i and 9 f for initial and final states, is proportional to the square of the
quantum mechanical dipole matrix element29−31

−er̄i f = −e
∫
9∗i r9 f dr (1.21)

During a transition from the higher energy stationary state 9i to the lower energy stationary
state 9 f , the average position of the electron oscillates between the two states at a frequency
equal to the difference in energies ωi f = (Ei − E f )/h̄, as shown in Figure 1.9. Quantum
mechanically the atom is in a mixed state in which the probability of finding the atom in the
upper state gradually diminishes from unity to zero, while the probability of finding it in the
lower state increases during this same transition period, or lifetime, from zero to unity. During
the transition period the electron typically executes millions of oscillations. This provides a
quantum mechanical description of the spontaneous emission of radiation that occurs after an
atom is excited to a higher energy level by photoabsorption (the inverse process) or collision
with an electron. The line width of the resultant emission depends on the time duration
(lifetime) of the transition, as the latter affects the number of oscillations corresponding to the
emitted photon or wavetrain. The longer the wavetrain, the better defined the wavelength and
hence the narrower the line width.

The transition probability depends on the integral matrix element given by Eq. (1.21). The
integral has a classical counterpart23 in the current density J = −env, whose time derivative
is used to calculate radiation in Maxwell’s equations, a subject we return to in Chapter 2. Here
the particle density is given by 9∗9, the charge density by −e9∗9, and the velocity v by
dr/dt →−iωi f r , so that a time derivative of the classical current is analogous to that of the
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quantum mechanical dipole moment as given in Eq. (1.21). Transitions from an initial state
9i to a final state9 f occur quantum mechanically when the two wave functions yield a finite
oscillation amplitude r̄(t) as given by the matrix element in Eq. (1.21). If the wavefunctions
9i , 9 f are such that the integral is zero, there is no oscillation leading to a transition, and the
transition is said to be not allowed. Examining the integral, one notes that r is an odd function
of the coordinates (replacing r by −r changes the sign of the integrand), requiring that the
initial and final wavefunctions be of opposite parity (one even, one odd in the coordinates
of integration) for a non-zero integral. The parity of the wavefunctions is found to alternate
with increasing quantum number l, leading to selection rules for allowed transitions in the
hydrogen or single electron atom5, 6, 23−31:

1l = ±1 (1.22)

Furthermore, the total angular momentum quantum number, j , determined by the vector sum
of orbital and spin angular momentum, must satisfy

1 j = 0, ±1 (1.23)

where j can take the values l + s, l − s, or s when l = 0. The special case of a transition
between j = 0 states is not allowed. Note that in order to conserve angular momentum
in the allowed transitions, the emitted photon must carry away a quantum (h̄) of angular
momentum.5, 29 These allowed transitions lead to the strong characteristic spectral emission
lines observed experimentally. Furthermore, the atomic transition probabilities23, 29, 30 be-
tween any two states can be computed on the basis of matrix elements of the form given in
Eq. (1.21).

Selection rules for transitions involving multi-electron atoms follow similar rules when
the quantum numbers are assigned to a core level vacancy, as occurs in the photoemission
process described earlier in Figure 1.2. Figures 1.10 and 1.11 illustrate the energy levels and
several prominent transitions for the multi-electron atom. Figure 1.10 introduces the x-ray
nomenclature22 wherein the n = 1 state is referred to as the K-shell, n = 2 as the L-shell,
n = 3 as the M-shell, etc. Emission lines terminating in the ground state (n = 1) are referred to
as K-shell emissions, shown here as Kα , Kβ , etc. The energy required to lift a K-shell electron
to a free state of zero binding energy is referred to as the K-absorption edge EK,abs. Excess
energy beyond this value goes to kinetic energy of the liberated electron. Similar notation is
shown for the L-shell emissions.

Figure 1.10 is useful for an introduction. It is simplified, however, in that it does not
show shell substructure, and that it implies a systematic labeling of sequential emission lines
within a given series by ordered Greek subscripts α, β, etc. In fact the lines have historical
designations of limited value today. Figure 1.11 shows a more accurate version28 of the energy
levels and some well-known transitions (on a logarithmic scale) for the copper atom (Z = 29).
Values of the quantum numbers n, l, and total angular momentum j are given for each subshell,
along with the subshell designations and spectroscopic notation. Specific values of the various
energy levels and a few well-known transition energies are given for the specific example of
a copper atom. Note the substantial energy fine structure due to spin–orbit coupling in the
various angular momentum states.5, 27, 28 Note also that the 29 copper electrons are written in
spectroscopic notation as 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6 3d10 4s1, thus consisting of closed K-, L-, and M-
shells, plus a single valance or conduction electron. Tabulated values of binding energies1 and
prominent emission lines2 for elements through uranium (Z = 92) are given in Appendix B.

Of great interest to us in later chapters is the spatial distribution of charge in multi-
electron atoms, as we will be calculating the scattering of electromagnetic radiation and are
interested in the appropriateness of assuming that the wavelength λ is large compared to atomic
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F IGURE 1.10. Energy levels for a multi-electron atom, showing the K-shell (n = 1), L-shell (n = 2),
M-shell (n = 3), and N-shell (n = 4), with transitions that provide characteristic narrow line emission
at well-defined photon energies. Examples shown include Kα (n = 2 to n = 1), Kβ (n = 3 to n = 1),
Lα (n = 3 to n = 2), etc. Also shown are the absorbtion edge energies, such as EK,abs, the energy
required to take an electron from the K-shell (n = 1) to the continuum limit (n = ∞). For an incident
photon of energy h̄ω > EK,abs, a K-shell electron can be lifted beyond the continuum limit to a state of
positive kinetic energy, as shown. An L-shell electron would acquire a greater kinetic energy. The
binding energies are not drawn to scale. Subscript labeling of the emission lines is less systematic than
implied here, as discussed in the text. (Following Compton and Allison.22)

radii for extreme ultraviolet and soft x-ray radiation. Toward that end, the probabilistic radial
charge distribution density for filled quantum states of the argon atom (1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p6) is
shown in Figure 1.12. Due to the strong nuclear attraction (Z = 18), the K-shell electrons
(1s; n = 1, l = 0) are pulled into a region of small radius, with highest probable radial
coordinate much smaller than the hydrogenic Bohr radius a0. The 2s and 2p L-shells (n =
2, l = 0 and n = 2, l = 1, respectively) have their charge distribution largely within a radius
less than a0, while only the M-shell 3s and 3p have significant probability of being located
in the radial interval from a0 to 3a0. Thus in EUV and soft-x-ray scattering calculations,
with wavelengths of order 1 nm or longer (about 20a0), a reasonable approximation is that all
electrons see approximately the same phase and scatter collectively (in phase) in all directions.
This approximation cannot be made for shorter x-ray wavelengths where λ ∼ a0, at least not
for the outer valence levels. Note that the valence electrons at radii beyond a0 are those
responsible for chemical bonding, and to first order set the apparent size of an atom, as in a
molecule, crystal, or other solid.32 This compact binding of the inner electrons explains the
relatively small variation of volume occupied by atoms of widely different atomic number (Z )
in solids and molecules: in the higher Z elements the additional electrons are largely confined
to tight orbits nearer to the highly charged nucleus, with outer valence electrons having radial
charge distributions, or equivalent mean radii, not too different from their lower Z cousins.
For instance, in diamond the carbon atoms are separated by only 1.5 Å. For comparison, the
hydrogen n = 1 mean diameter (2a0) is 1.1 Å. For the face-centered cubic silicon crystal
(Z = 14), adjacent silicon nuclei are separated by about 2.4 Å, and for common salt (NaCl)
the separation distance between closest Na and Cl nuclei is about 2.8 Å.27, 32 Indeed, for
gold (Z = 79) with an atomic mass of 197 and a mass density of 19.3 g/cm3, the atom to
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F IGURE 1.11. Energy level diagram for copper (Z = 29) showing transitions allowed by the selection
rules 1l = ±1 and 1 j = 0, ±1, where n is the principal quantum number, l is the quantum number
for orbital angular momentum, and j is the quantum number for total angular momentum (orbital plus
spin). In x-ray notation the K-shell corresponds to n = 1, the L-shell to n = 2, etc. Absorption edge
nomenclature is shown to the right. Following spectroscopic notation, angular momentum quantum
numbers l = 0, 1, 2, 3 are represented by the letters s, p, d, and f, respectively. Sample energies (and
wavelengths) are shown for various absorption edges and allowed transitions. Note that the energy
levels are not to scale, but are approximately logarithmic.
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R. Resnick5; reprinted by permission of John
Wiley & Sons, Inc.)
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TABLE 1.2. Key to the periodic table of the elements. See back inside
cover of book for full periodic table.

14
Si2.33

4.99
2.35

28.09
4

[Ne]3s23p2

Silicon

Density (g/cm3)
Concentration (1022atoms/cm3)

Nearest neighbor (Å)

Atomic number Atomic weight

References: International Tables for X-ray Crystallography (Ref. 44) and J.R. De Laeter and 
K.G. Heumann (Ref. 46, 1991).

Key

Symbol 

Electron
configurationName

Oxidation states
(Bold most stable)

Solid

Gas

Liquid

Synthetically 
prepared)

atom separation is only 2.9 Å. There is strikingly little difference in the separation distances
between gold, or other high Z atoms, and low Z atoms in their natural states.

A periodic table of the elements, including atomic number, atomic mass, common mass
density, atomic density, atomic separation distance, and spectroscopic notation of electron
structure, can be found on the inside of the back cover. The key to the periodic table of
the elements is given in Table 1.2. The atomic density is obtained from the relation na =
ρNA/A, where ρ is the mass density, NA is Avogadro’s number (see Appendix A), and A is
the atomic weight of the atom, as given in the periodic chart, expressed in atomic mass units
(amu).

1.4 SCATTERING, DIFFRACTION, AND REFRACTION
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC RADIATION

This text assumes a familiarity with Maxwell’s equations, which describe the propagation of
electromagnetic radiation. A wide range of literature is available that discusses the develop-
ment of these equations.33−38 In Chapters 2, 3, 4, 8, and 9 we will consider various aspects of
wave propagation, scattering, diffraction, and refraction of radiation, with particular emphasis
on application to the soft x-ray and extreme ultraviolet regions of the spectrum. In general
we will use these words in the following senses.

Scattering is a process by which incident radiation‡‡ is redirected over a very wide angular
pattern, perhaps even 4π sr, generally by disordered systems or rough surfaces, as shown in
Figure 1.13(a) and (b). The angular pattern of scattering is related to the spatial periodicities
of the scattering object through the Fourier transform of their charge density correlation
function. A point particle, for example, scatters radiation equally in all directions. The subject
of scattering from free and bound electrons is discussed in Chapter 2. The term “scattering” is
used in the same sense when discussing particles, as when high energy electrons are scattered
by individual nuclei.

Diffraction is generally used to describe the process whereby incident radiation is redi-
rected into relatively well-defined directions by ordered arrays of scatterers. The diffraction
patterns result from positive interference in certain directions. Examples include the diffrac-
tion of x-rays by a crystal in which the position of the atoms, in a periodic array, provide
well-defined planes from which the radiation appears to reflect at well-defined angles, as

‡‡In this section we use “incident radiation” to mean nearly monochromatic radiation propagating in a
well-defined direction.
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F IGURE 1.13. Scattering, diffraction, and refraction of electromagnetic radiation.

described by Bragg’s law (1913) [see Chapter 4]:22, 27, 28, 32, 41, 42

mλ = 2d sin θ (1.24)

where d is the spatial periodicity, λ is the wavelength, m is an integer, and θ is measured
from the reflecting plane, as shown in Figure 1.13(c). In fact, the atomic positions in a
crystal always describe many such planes, so that diffraction (positive interference) occurs
in several directions. While the diffraction of x-rays by crystals is not discussed further in
this text, diffraction from one-dimensional ordered systems, known in the EUV and soft-x-
ray community as multilayer mirrors, is described in Chapter 4. These structures may be
amorphous or partially ordered within the individual layers but well ordered in the stack
direction, leading to very strong positive interference in directions described by the Bragg
condition, Eq. (24). This leads to very high reflectance for appropriate choices of material,
wavelength (photon energy), and angle. Readers interested in the important subject of x-ray
diffraction by crystals are referred to Refs. 27, 28, 32, and 41–43.
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“Diffraction” is also used to describe the situation in which incident radiation is redirected
in some well-defined pattern, as when visible light or shorter wavelength radiation is diffracted
by a small circular aperture (a pinhole), causing a divergence of the radiation with bright and
dark angular interference rings, as shown in Figure 1.13(d). This is known as an Airy pattern
(1835); the first dark null in the diffraction pattern occurs at a half angle (see Chapter 9,
Section 9.3)

θnull = 1.22λ

d
(1.25)

where θ is measured from the axis of symmetry through the center of the pinhole, and d is the
pinhole diameter. Similar characteristic angular patterns occur when radiation is diffracted
from other well-defined objects, such as a knife edge or a sphere.

Finally, refraction is the turning of radiation at an interface of materials of dissimilar
refractive index n, generally written in the EUV/soft x-ray region as‡‡

n = 1− δ + iβ (1.26)

where in this spectral region both δ and β are generally small compared to unity, as is discussed
in Chapter 3. Refractive turning at an interface occurs as the incident wave excites radiation
among atoms at the surface of the second material. This launches a new wave through inter-
ference of radiation from the various atoms, in a manner that ensures continuity of the field
quantities at the boundary. The process is sketched in Figure 1.13(e). Finally, Figure 1.13(f )
shows an example of reflection peculiar to this spectral region. With a refractive index less
than unity it is possible to have total external reflection in which most of the incident energy is
redirected by the surface. There is little absorption even in the case of an otherwise absorptive
material (β ≤ δ). Total external reflection occurs as long as the glancing angle of incidence θ
is less than a critical angle θc '

√
2δ, as described22 first by Compton in 1922. This subject

is described further in Chapter 3.
The development of electromagnetic theory with special emphasis on the application to

EUV and soft x-ray wavelengths, based on Maxwell’s equations, begins in Chapter 2. The
wave equation in vacuum is obtained, Poynting’s theorem and expressions for radiated power
are developed, and scattering cross-sections are introduced. The cross-sections for scattering

‡‡The choice of ±iβ in Eq. (1.26) depends on the mathematical form by which waves are represented,
and must be consistent with wave decay in the presence of absorption. Early x-ray workers such as
Compton22 employed a plane wave representation equivalent to exp[i(ωt−kr )], where ω is the radian
frequency, k = 2π/λ, and the refractive index n is defined by the dispersion relation ω = kc/n, or
equivalently f λ = c/n. Written in this form, n has a negative imaginary component in the presence of
absorption; thus for x-rays n = 1− δ − iβ. This form continues to dominate common usage in the x-
ray community. However, in the broader community of modern electrodynamics and optical sciences
(Sommerfeld,39 Born and Wolf,37 Fowles,40 Jackson,36 and Spiller45) plane wave representations are
more commonly written in the form exp[−i(ωt − kr )], where the imaginary component of refractive
index is positive in the presence of absorption, as in Eq. (1.26). For this text the more modern approach
has been adopted; however, its adaptation to the older one should cause the reader little inconvenience.
Algebraic demonstration of the above is given in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.
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of radiation by free and bound electrons are obtained. These results are extended to scatter-
ing by multi-electron atoms and to atomic scattering factors, within certain approximations
generally applicable in the EUV and soft x-ray regions of the spectrum.

In Chapter 3 Maxwell’s equations are applied to the propagation of short wavelength
radiation in a medium of uniform density, developing expressions for the complex refractive
index, phase variation, and attenuation. Also discussed are reflection and refraction at arbi-
trary angle of incidence, total external reflectance and normal incidence reflection as special
cases, Brewster’s angle, and topics such as the Kramers–Kronig relations among the real and
imaginary parts of the atomic scattering factors.

In Chapter 4 the subject of multilayer interference coatings is discussed, with applications
to a variety of activities, including multilayer curved mirrors for focusing EUV, soft x-ray, and
x-ray radiation. The applications discussed in Chapter 4 include photoemission microscopy,
polarization control, astronomy, plasma diagnostics, and industrial lithography.

In Chapters 8 and 9 the topics of coherence and diffraction are discussed. In Chapter 9
the use of Fresnel zone plates as diffractive lenses is discussed, with application to soft x-ray
microscopy at high spatial resolution – well beyond that of visible light microscopy – in the
physical and life sciences.
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HOMEWORK PROBLEMS

Homework problems for each chapter will be found at the website:
http://www.coe.berkeley.edu/AST/sxreuv



Chapter 2

RADIATION AND SCATTERING
AT EUV AND SOFT

X-RAY WAVELENGTHS
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d P

dÄ
= e2|a|2 sin22

16π2ε0c3
(2.34)

re = e2

4πε0mc2
(2.44)

σe = 8π

3
r2

e (2.45)

σ = 8π

3
r2

e
ω4

(ω2 − ω2
s )2 + (γω)2

(2.51)

f (1k, ω) =
Z∑

s=1

ω2e−i1k·1rs

ω2 − ω2
s + iγω

(2.66)

f 0(ω) =
Z∑

s=1

ω2

ω2 − ω2
s + iγω

(2.72)

In this chapter basics of electromagnetic theory are reviewed. Beginning with Maxwell’s equa-
tions, the wave equation is developed and used to solve several problems of interest at short
wavelengths. Poynting’s theorem regarding the flow of electromagnetic energy is used to solve
the power radiated by an accelerated electron. The concept of a scattering cross-section is in-
troduced and applied to the scattering of radiation by free and bound electrons. A semiclassical
model is used in the latter case. Scattering by a multi-electron atom is described in terms of
a complex atomic scattering factor. Tabulated scattering factors, which are available in the
literature for use in special circumstances, are described.

2.1 MAXWELL’S EQUATIONS AND THE WAVE EQUATION

In this chapter we will consider radiation and scattering by accelerated charges. We will use
these results to study scattering cross-sections and interesting phenomena at visible, EUV, and

24
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soft x-ray wavelengths. In later chapters we will examine their relation to the refractive index
(propagation effects) and the properties of undulator radiation.

Our study begins with Maxwell’s equations,1−5 written in a form appropriate to the use
of MKS units:∗

∇ ×H = ∂D
∂t
+ J (Ampere’s law) (2.1)

∇ × E = −∂B
∂t

(Faraday’s law) (2.2)

∇ · B = 0 (2.3)

∇ · D = ρ (Coulomb’s law) (2.4)

where E is the electric field vector, H is the magnetic field vector, D is the electric displacement,
B is the magnetic density or magnetic induction, J is the current density, ρ is the charge density,
ε0 is the permittivity (dielectric constant) of free space, and µ0 is the magnetic permeability.
If the above are considered to describe fields in free space (vacuum), the constitutive relations
take the form

D = ε0E (2.5)

B = µ0H (2.6)

where now the charge density ρ and current density J must be described in a self-consistent
manner, i.e., where the fields affect the particles and the particles contribute to the fields.
Note that, as is common in the literature, we have used ρ for both charge and mass density
(Chapter 1). The reader will recognize the difference by the context.

As described by James Maxwell in 1865, these equations can be combined to form a vector
wave equation describing the propagation of electromagnetic waves, as later demonstrated by
Heinrich Hertz in 1888. The mathematical description covers electromagnetic phenomena ex-
tending from very long wavelengths, to radiowaves, microwaves, infrared, visible, ultraviolet,
and x-rays and beyond. The vector wave equation can be obtained from Maxwell’s equations
by taking ∇ × [Eq. (2.2)] and using the vector identity† ∇ × ∇ × A = ∇(∇ · A) − ∇2A to
obtain

∇ × (∇ × E)=∇ ×
(
−∂B
∂t

)

∇(∇ · E)− ∇2E= − µ0
∂

∂t
(∇ ×H)

∗See Appendix A, Units and Physical Constants.
†See Appendix D, Mathematical and Vector Relations.
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∇
(
ρ

ε0

)
− ∇2E = −µ0

∂

∂t

(
∂D

∂t
+ J

)

∇
(
ρ

ε0

)
− ∇2E= − ε0µ0

∂

∂t

(
∂E
∂t
+ J
ε0

)
Rearranging terms, we obtain

ε0µ0
∂2E
∂t2
− ∇2E = −µ0

∂J
∂t
− 1

ε0
∇ρ

which when properly grouped is recognized as the vector wave equation:

(
∂2

∂t2
− c2∇2

)
E(r, t) = − 1

ε0

[
∂J(r, t)

∂t
+ c2∇ρ(r, t)

]
(2.7)

where

c ≡ 1√
ε0µ0

(2.8)

is identified as the phase velocity of an electromagnetic wave in vacuum, often referred to
as the “speed of light in vacuum.” Note that this is an inhomogeneous partial differential
equation. The driving terms on the right-hand side of the equation can be linear or non-linear,
leading to a wealth of interesting phenomena.

The wave equation (2.7) will serve as our point of departure in considering radiation,
scattering, and refractive index in situations including free and bound electrons, single atoms,
and various distributions of atoms. In this chapter we will treat the scattering of x-rays by
individual electrons and atoms through appropriate representations of the induced source terms
on the right side of the wave equation. We will obtain several interesting results, including
expressions for the well-known Thomson and Rayleigh scattering cross-sections for free and
bound electrons, as well as atomic scattering cross-sections for multi-electron atoms. We will
employ very simple models of the atom, but will observe that the basic results are identical in
form to those obtained with more sophisticated quantum mechanical models. In Chapter 3 we
will treat wave propagation phenomena in relatively uniform media containing many atoms.
There we will find it convenient to bring the uniformly distributed source terms to the left side
of the wave equation, where the combined terms will lead to a modified phase velocity and
thus the introduction of a refractive index. This will lead to several practical results, including
equations governing the total external reflection of x-rays. We will also discuss how refractive
indices and complex scattering cross-sections are determined and tabulated in practice.

Before proceeding to these topics, we note that an expression for conservation of charge,
the so-called equation of charge continuity, is easily developed and will be useful later. This
follows by taking ∇ · [Eq. (2.1)] and noting the vector identity ∇ · ∇ × A ≡ 0. We have

∇ · ∇ ×H = ∂

∂t
∇ · D+ ∇ · J
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a

sin2ΘΘ
F IGURE 2.1. As observed at a great distance, fields
radiated by an accelerated charge propagate over a
broad angular range, but not in the direction of
acceleration.

λ
F IGURE 2.2. Irregularly shaped objects and isolated
charges, including free electrons and electrons
bound to isolated atoms, scatter radiation in many
directions.

where the left hand side is identically 0, and on the right-hand side ∇ ·D = ρ. This gives the
equation for conservation of charge:

∇ · J+ ∂ρ
∂t
= 0 (2.9)

What we would like to accomplish in this chapter is a solution to Eq. (2.7) for E(r, t)
in the presence of source terms – for instance, radiated fields due to accelerated free and
bound electrons (Figure 2.1), or the scattered fields caused by such oscillating charges in the
presence of incident (x-ray) radiation. The latter is a process whereby well-directed energy,
propagating in a given direction, is widely redirected by non-uniformly distributed charges or
by irregularly shaped objects (Figure 2.2).

One can write the current density J(r, t) as

J(r, t) = qn(r, t)v(r, t) (2.10)

a product of charge density and velocity, both as functions of space and time. Note that the
product nv raises the possibility of non-linear terms entering via particle motions into the
otherwise linear electromagnetic fields. This interesting phenomenon, which we touch on in
later chapters, occurs in media (plasmas, fluids, solids) in which both n and v vary, giving
rise to beat frequencies, sum and difference frequencies, and such phenomena as harmonic
generation. In this chapter we concern ourselves with isolated charges, both free and bound,
for which Eq. (2.10) can be written in a somewhat different form convenient to this simple
case. We will consider this shortly.

2.2 CALCULATING SCATTERED FIELDS

First we outline the approach to be taken in solving the wave equation (2.7) for E(r, t) in the
presence of a source term. Then we calculate the radiated power and its angular dependence.
Treating the bracketed quantity on the left side of Eq. (2.7) as an operator, we can imagine
solving for E(r, t) in terms of arbitrary sources, with a formal solution of the form

E(r, t) =
∫

volume
[Green’s function][source terms] dr (2.11)
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where the field E is described mathematically in terms of the response to a distribution of
sources – embodied in the so-called Green’s function – integrated over the full volume.

This is not convenient to do with Eq. (2.7) in the form of a vector partial differential
equation. But it can be accomplished6, 7 without too much difficulty by introducing space-time
transformations of E(r, t) that algebraize the partial differential operators,∇ and ∂/∂t . Working
then with transform amplitudes E(k, ω), abbreviated Ekω, the differential operators become
algebraic multipliers, the inversions required in Eq. (2.11) become simple, and the integration
proceeds using standard techniques. Note that the vector field transform amplitudes Ekω are
a generalization of the Fourier coefficients utilized in one dimensional (scalar) problems.
Using this technique to solve for E(r, t), the remaining fields, including H(r, t) etc., can be
determined from transforms of Eqs. (2.1)–(2.6).

In order to simplify both the space (∇) and time (∂/∂t) operators, we introduce the
Fourier–Laplace transform

E(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

Ekωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

(2.12a)

and its inverse

Ekω =
∫

r

∫
t
E(r, t)ei(ωt−k·r) dr dt (2.12b)

where the symbols dk and dr are shorthand notation for scalar volume elements. These abbre-
viations correspond in rectangular coordinates to dr = dx dy dz and dk = dkx dky dkz . We
also understand that the Fourier–Laplace amplitudes Ekω are shorthand notation for E(k, ω),
as they are vector field amplitudes and are functions of the wave vector k and frequency ω.
We assume that the frequency has a small imaginary component such that the amplitude Ekω,
defined by the integral in Eq. (2.12b), is finite for real fields E(r, t). Thus with ω = ωr + iωi ,
where ωi is small but positive, the integrand in Eq. (2.12b) goes to zero as t →∞.

Representing all field quantities in a similar manner, i.e.,

J(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

Jkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

(2.13a)

Jkω =
∫

r

∫
t
J(r, t)ei(ωt−k·r) dr dt (2.13b)

ρ(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

ρkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

(2.14a)

ρkω =
∫

r

∫
t
ρ(r, t)ei(ωt−k·r)dr dt (2.14b)

etc., we can appreciate the algebrized nature of the operators. For instance, if we consider the
time derivative, ∂/∂t , acting on ρ(r, t), we have

∂ρ(r, t)

∂t
= ∂

∂t

∫
k

∫
ω

[
ρkωe−i(ωt−k·r)] dω dk

(2π )4

Note that ∂/∂t passes through the integrals (to first order, k and ω are not functions of time).
Since ρkω is also not a function of time (to first order), the time derivative acts only on the
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exponent, giving

∂ρ(r, t)

∂t
=
∫

k

∫
ω

(−iω)ρkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

Thus the time differential operator ∂/∂t results in an algebraic multiplier (−iω) when acting on
ρ(r, t), i.e., when operating in k, ω-space. Similarily the gradient operator, taken component
by component in some coordinate space, becomes

∇ρ(r, t) = ∇
∫

k

∫
ω

[
ρkωe−i(ωt−k·r)] dω dk

(2π )4

Although the algebraization may be evident to the reader at this point, it is easily illustrated
by introducing rectangular coordinates, such that the k ·r term in the exponent becomes kx x +
ky y+ kzz, the gradient becomes ∇ = x0 ∂/∂x + y0 ∂/∂y+ z0 ∂/∂z, and k = x0kx + y0ky +
z0kz , where x0, y0, z0 are unit vectors. Since the components ∂/∂x, ∂/∂y, ∂/∂z act only on
the exponent, the expression for ∇ρ(r, t) becomes

∇ρ(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

(ix0kx + iy0ky + iz0kz)
[
ρkωe−i(ωt−k·r)] dω dk

(2π )4

or

∇ρ(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

ikρkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

so that the ∇ operator is replaced by a multiplicative factor ik in k, ω-space. Finally, if we
consider the operator ∇2 ≡ ∇ · ∇ = ∂2/∂x2 + ∂2/∂y2 + ∂2/∂z2, we can readily demonstrate
that

∇2E(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

(ik)2Ekωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

where now it can be seen that ∇2 = ∇ · ∇ algebrizes to ik · ik = −k2 in k, ω-space.
The vector wave equation (2.7) can now be algebrized itself into a very convenient form

in terms of the Fourier–Laplace amplitudes:∫
k

∫
ω

(−iω)2Ekωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

− c2
∫

k

∫
ω

(−k2)Ekωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

= − 1

ε0

[∫
k

∫
ω

(−iω)Jkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

+ c2
∫

k

∫
ω

ikρkωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

]
where we note that every term includes the same k, ω-integration, which can therefore be
removed, and further, that each term contains an exponential factor−i(ωt − k · r), which can
also be removed, leaving

(−iω)2Ekω − c2(−k2)Ekω = − 1

ε0
[(−iω)Jkω + c2(ik)ρkω]

In operator form, the wave equation in k, ω-space is

(ω2 − k2c2)Ekω = 1

ε0
[(−iω)Jkω + ic2kρkω] (2.15)
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which, if inverted, can be solved for Ekω:

Ekω = (−iω)Jkω + ic2kρkω

ε0(ω2 − k2c2)
(2.16)

This shows the source terms in the numerator, and poles at ω = ±kc representing the system
response in terms of incoming and outgoing waves. Our task now is to set models for the
sources in a given problem, J(r, t) and ρ(r, t), obtain their transforms Jkω and ρkω, determine
a solution for Ekω from Eq. (2.16), and then return to the inverse transform [Eq. (6.12a)] to
calculate the radiated field E(r, t) through the required dω dk integrations [Eq. (6.12a)].

Making the same substitutions as above in the equation for charge conservation [Eq. (2.9)],

∇ · J+ ∂ρ
∂t
= 0

permits similar simplification of it. Upon use of similar transforms and operations this becomes

ik · Jkω − iωρkω = 0

so that

ρkω = k · Jkω

ω

Thus the expression for the radiated fields Ekω [Eq. (16)] can be written as

Ekω = − iω

ε0

[
Jkω − (c2/ω2)k(k · Jkω)

ω2 − k2c2

]
or

Ekω = − iω

ε0

[
Jkω − k0(k0 · Jkω)

ω2 − k2c2

]
(2.17)

Here we have written the wave propagaton vector as k= k0k. The unit vector k0 is in the
propagation direction, and k= 2π/λ is the scalar wavenumber. The equation ω = kc (equiv-
alent to f λ = c) is most readily appreciated from Eq. (2.17) as the required condition for
finite field amplitude Ek,ω even in the absence of sources. In other words, ω = kc satisfies the
homogeneous (vacuum) case where the right-hand side of Eq. (2.15) is zero. These are the
so-called resonances or natural modes of the system. The condition ω = kc is often referred
to as a dispersion relation; we will discuss it further in Chapter 3.

We can simplify Eq. (2.17) for Ekω by introducing a coordinate system oriented around
the wave propagation direction k0, as shown in Figure 2.3. For instance, we can decompose
the vector Jkω into components along and transverse to the propagation direction k0:

Jkω = JTkω + JLkωk0

If we do so, it is evident that with k = kk0 the numerator in the bracketed factor in Eq. (2.17)
becomes

Jkω − k0(k0 · Jkω)︸ ︷︷ ︸
k0 portion

= JTkω
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k0

t0′′

t0
′ F IGURE 2.3. (a) A vector coordinate system useful

for decomposing vector fields into components
parallel and transverse to the wave propagation
direction. Polar coordinates in this k-space are
k, θ, φ, where θ is the polar angle measured from
k0 and φ lies in the transverse plane (t ′0, t ′′0 ). The
unit vectors are related by k0 × t′0 = t′′0.

where JT kω is the component of the vector Jkω transverse to k0. Note that k0 · Jkω is the scalar
component of Jkω in the k0-direction, and thus k0(k0 · Jkω) is the vector component of Jkω in
the k0-direction, i.e., the longitudinal vector component. Thus, when it is subtracted from Jk,ω,
only the transverse vector portion remains. The solution for Ekω, Eq. (2.17), then becomes

Ekω = −iω

ε0
· JTkω

ω2 − k2c2
(2.18)

Having a formal solution (2.18) to Ekω in terms of the source, we can now return to
the Fourier–Laplace transform relations, specifically Eq. (2.12a), to find the space and time
dependent field E(r, t):

E(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

Ekωe−i(ωt−k·r) dω dk
(2π )4

With Eq. (2.18) we can express the radiated electric field E(r, t) in terms of the transverse
component of current density as

E(r, t) =
∫

k

∫
ω

(
− iω

ε0

)
JTkωe−i(ωt−k·r)

(ω2 − k2c2)

dω dk
(2π )4

(2.19)

which is the form of a Green’s function integration, albeit in k, ω-space. The question now is:
what is JTkω? This will depend on the specific problem of interest.

Let us start by considering a point radiator that is small compared to the radiating wave-
length, and could be an oscillating free or bound electron. If this radiating particle is sufficiently
small, we can represent its density n(r) as a Dirac delta function‡ such that the current density,
J (r, t) [Eq. (2.10)], given by

J(r, t) = qn(r, t)v(r, t)

can be written for an electron as

J(r, t) = −eδ(r)v(t) (2.20)

In rectangular coordinates δ(r) is shorthand notation for the product δ(x)δ(y)δ(z), where the
delta function has the properties

δ(x) =
{

0 for x 6= 0
∞ for x = 0

‡See Appendix D.


